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Introducing Normann Copenhagen’s new comfortable, flexible 
and beautiful task chair design. Off Chair is crafted with 
a specific focus on catering to the need for aesthetic office 
environments while providing a highly functional and versatile 
task chair with a meticulous attention to detail and comfort. 
Off Chair provides all the classic functions of  a task chair with 
essential technical elements such as gas lift and tilt functions 
beautifully integrated into the construction of  the chair. 
The design offers immediate comfort, providing the ideal 
conditions for a good working posture throughout the day. 

Uniting Comfort, Functionality and Aesthetics
Equally suitable for home offices and corporate workplaces, 
Off Chair is designed for environments where high sitting 
comfort, functionality and an aesthetic design are of  great 
importance. Designer Simon Legald, explains:

“Task and office chairs are made to serve a functional purpose. 
This is typically the main priority in the design, oftentimes 
at the expense of  its aesthetic appeal. The idea for Off Chair 
was to create an aesthetically pleasing task chair that you 
would want to incorporate in your interior, just like you 
would a lounge or dining chair – without compromising on its 
functionality and flexibility.
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Redefining The  
Classic Task Chair 
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Off Chair unites function and design by integrating all 
mechanical elements inside the construction. The result is 
a comfortable task chair that can be adjusted according to 
sitting preference, customized to any need, and which fits 
effortlessly into any interior”. 

A Timeless, Customizable Design 
With specific attention to creating a timeless design, Off 
Chair’s design idiom applies uncomplicated, straightforward 
silhouettes for a classic, ever-relevant design. Off Chair 
obtains its minimalist expression through its rectangular, yet 
slightly rounded frame. Soft upholstery complements the 
cool shine of  the aluminum, presenting a contrasting, tactile 
expression. 

Off is available with optional cushioned pads, which, in 
addition to their aesthetic appeal, serve to provide the 
design with further comfort. The seat and backrest come in 
either high or low in a wide selection of  various fabrics and 
leathers, providing an array of  color choices for personal 
customization. The possibility of  choosing a chair with or 
without armrests allows for tailoring it to any specific need, 
taste or setting
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A Sturdy and Durable Construction
Off Chair is constructed from rigid PU foam and full 
upholstery with a steel reinforcement structure inside. The 
high back is crafted with attention to providing optimal 
support for many hours by the desk and can be selected in 
either low or high versions for additional support. The legs 
and armrests come in polished aluminum or black powder-
coated aluminum, and the base is available as either a four-
star fixed based or five wheels for extra mobility. The five 
wheel base offers the additional mobility of  tilt and gas lift 
functions, providing extra flexibility. A subtle cover discreetly 
integrates the mechanical components beneath the seat –  
an innovative solution designed to expertly incorporates the 
technical components into the appealing design. A small 
lever handle enables the tilt function to be either locked in  
a static position or unlocked for unrestricted tilt movement. 

The versatile chair serves to unite form and function in a 
timeless design while catering to the needs of  modern office 
spaces in residential, commercial and corporate settings.
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Upholstery: All colors in Kvadrat: Remix, Canvas, Steelcut Trio, Hallingdal, Divina, Divina MD,  

Divina Melange, Fiord, Vidar. Camira: Synergy, Main Line Flax, Aquarius, Oceanic and Yoredale. Sørensen Leather: Ultra Leather.

Materials: Seat: Rigid PU foam with steel reinforcement structure. Armrests and base:  

Polished aluminum or black powder-coated aluminum. Cushion: Veneer and PU foam. 

Price: Click here to see the pricelist in all currencies

Off Chair low 4L
H: 100,8 x W: 70,5 x D: 70,5 x SH: 47 cm

Off Armchair low 4L
H: 100,8 x W: 70,5 x D: 70,5 x SH: 47 cm

Off Armchair low 4L w. cushion
H: 100,8 x W: 70,5 x D: 70,5 x SH: 47 cm

Off Armchair low 5W gas lift
H: 100,8 x W: 72,5 x D: 72,5 x SH: 45-58 cm

Off Armchair low 5W gas lift w. cushion
H: 100,8 x W: 72,5 x D: 72,5 x SH: 45-58 cm

Off Chair low 4L w. cushion
H: 100,8 x W: 70,5 x D: 70,5 x SH: 47 cm

Off Chair low 5W gas lift
H: 100,8 x W: 72,5 x D: 72,5 x SH: 45-58 cm

Off Chair low 5W gas lift w. cushion
H: 100,8 x W: 72,5 x D: 72,5 x SH: 45-58 cm

https://bit.ly/3jBDIHz
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Upholstery: All colors in Kvadrat: Remix, Canvas, Steelcut Trio, Hallingdal, Divina, Divina MD,  

Divina Melange, Fiord, Vidar. Camira: Synergy, Main Line Flax, Aquarius, Oceanic and Yoredale. Sørensen Leather: Ultra Leather.

Materials: Seat: Rigid PU foam with steel reinforcement structure. Armrests and base:  

Polished aluminum or black powder-coated aluminum. Cushion: Veneer and PU foam. 

Price: Click here to see the pricelist in all currencies

Off Chair high 4L
H: 124,8 x W: 70,5 x D: 70,5 x SH: 47 cm

Off Armchair high 4L
H: 124,8 x W: 70,5 x D: 70,5 x SH: 47 cm

Off Armchair high 4L w. cushion
H: 124,8 x W: 70,5 x D: 70,5 x SH: 47 cm

Off Armchair high 5W gas lift
H: 124,8 x W: 72,5 x D: 72,5 x SH: 45-58 cm

Off Armchair high 5W gas lift w. cushion
H: 124,8 x W: 72,5 x D: 72,5 x SH: 45-58 cm

Off Chair high 4L w. cushion
H: 124,8 x W: 70,5 x D: 70,5 x SH: 47 cm

Off Chair high 5W gas lift
H: 124,8 x W: 72,5 x D: 72,5 x SH: 45-58 cm

Off Chair high 5W gas lift w. cushion
H: 124,8 x W: 72,5 x D: 72,5 x SH: 45-58 cm

https://bit.ly/3jBDIHz
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Normann Copenhagen was established 
in 1999 with the mission to challenge 

conventional thinking and make the ordinary 
extraordinary through great design. 
The Normann Copenhagen brand 

encompasses a wide and continuously 
growing range of  furniture, lighting, 

textiles and home accessories targeting both 
professionals and private consumers.
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